
SMALL CYLINDERS LEAD TO LARGE SAVINGS

John Henry Foster

Efficient energy usage cuts running costs and benefits the environ-
ment

ENERGY AND PRODUCTIVITY BENEFITS

• Improves overall energy efficiency

• Xcel Energy Rebates

• Reduces overall production costs

• Effective energy efficiency is as high as 80% - 90%

• Lower “down time”

• Versatility allows one actuator to perform multiple functions

• Green automation benefits the environment

FEATURES OF THE MINI-ROBO CYLINDER

• Lower maintenance time

• Reduces costly air leakage

• Smaller and space-saving

• Easy-to-make adjustments

• Flexible

• Greater control

• Longer life - up to 10,000,000 cycles

At the forefront of every industry’s business plan are cost-saving solutions, beginning with energy efficiency.  Now is the time to 

think small – at least as far as actuators go.  As the next generation of cutting-edge technology emerges, John Henry Foster is 

partnering with Intelligent Actuator America, Inc. (IAI) to introduce the Mini-ROBO Cylinder®, a new motion control system that 

provides unique linear and robotic components.  

The Mini-ROBO Cylinder is designed with a smaller footprint.   Similar to an air cylinder and easy to use, the small format 

makes the transition to electric seamless.  The 24 VDC electric actuator’s controller package mimics the valve setup of an 

air cylinder.  The difference - and advantage - of using an electric cylinder is that force and speed can be accurately adjusted.  

Those features, along with position feedback, make these products attractive to the user that’s looking for increased 

controllability in any application.  

Lower running costs by 1/3 and 

up to 1/10th of air cylinders 

with IAI Electric Actuators.

Longer Life!
Up to 

10,000,000 
Cycles!



TYPES OF MINI-ROBO CYLINDERS
John Henry Foster offers various types of Mini-ROBO Cylinders, including slider, 

rod, table and linear servo.

SLIDER

The slide design enables a user to push or carry a load within the footprint 

of the actuator, which can be critical when work space is at a premium.  In 

addition, because of its built-in support, the slider is capable of longer stroke 

lengths.  Popular applications include part transfer and table indexing.

ROD

The rod design is beneficial for higher push force.  Typical applications include 

pushing a guided load, clamping and press fit.

TABLE

The table design incorporates a guide to allow for greater overhang of a load 

and mounting versatility.

LINEAR SERVO

Linear servo style actuators have a low friction design that allows for 

greater accelerations (2Gs) and longer cycle life.  Applications where short 

cycle times are desired are well suited for this style of actuator.

NEW 2 AND 3 POINT CONTROLLERS

The new line of position controllers from IAI continues to incorporate the 

force and position control of previous lines but at a reduced implementation 

cost.  These controllers are also sold with an IP53, dust-proof rating for 

installation on the work floor near the actuator, similar to the installation of 

John Henry Foster (JHFoster) is a leading distributor and service 
provider for automation and compressed air systems. Our mission is to 
assist companies like yours automate their manufacturing applications 
to make the process a positive journey. We are committed to providing 
successful solutions that exceed production demands, reduce costs, and 
increase overall efficiencies.  

Headquartered in Eagan, MN, with a location in Fargo, ND, we also offer 
a fully-equipped team of mobile technicians that provide service to the 
5-state area. Contact us today at 800.582.5162 or jhfoster.com to 
learn more about how you might benefit from knowing us.
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Energy is not a fixed cost, but rather a variable cost.

Is your leak costing you?


